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Greece, an important EU industrial
tomato producer both in terms of

quality and quantity, looked set to harvest
some 800 000-850 000 tonnes of processing
tomatoes from the forthcoming crop,
according to spring estimates. This is a
similar quantity to 2005 crop output,
although somewhat short of the one mil-
lion tonnes initially contracted.

Approximately 60-65% of the country’s
processing tomatoes go towards the aseptic
bulk production of paste, dices and low con-

centrate products. The remaining 30-35% or
so is packed into cans or other packing for-
mats, Stathis Kanakaris, chairman of the
Greece-based company, Rasmelo Hellas
Trading, told FOODNEWS in an interview
when he visited London in April. 

Kanakaris added it was important to note
that this 30-35% included products for the
domestic market, i.e. retail-sized packaging
such as Tetra Paks, but also products for par-
ticular destinations. These goods do not
influence the European tomato market.

Kanakaris’s father (founder of Adelcan)
and grandfather were both deeply involved in
tomato processing in Greece, and Kanakaris
has himself turned to the tomato industry
through his brokerage business, Rasmelo
Hellas Trading, now in its fifth year.

Rasmelo is currently one of Greece’s
major tomato exporters.

“Rasmelo acts both as trader and agent,”
Kanakaris stated. “We cover all aspects of
the business: presentation/promotion of fac-
tories, auditing, market information and
research, booking of contracts and after-sales
services including the implementation of the
contracts.”

His company provides clients with tech-
nical help, information on improving the pro-
duction and product development. 

“We handle all shipping instructions; a
unique delivery plan is designed for each
destination examining all transportation pos-
sibilities (vessel, rail or truck), securing both
cost-effective and on-time delivery,” he con-
tinued. 

“Our company co-operates with major
forwarders in Greece. This enables us to
trace where containers/merchandise are at all
times”

Year-on-year growth
Rasmelo’s exports of tomato products have
grown year by year since its inception in
2001, currently standing at an annual 35 000-
40 000 tonnes. “Over the past year and a half
we have diversified from our initial field of
industrial supplies into the retail market; I
reckon our customers must be happy as we
expect a further increase in business this sea-
son,” he said.

The UK market is a huge one for
Rasmelo. “It holds a great deal of potential
for us,” according to Kanakaris. “Until now
we have concentrated on the industrial and 

continued on page 18

Paste Greece is an important
source of processed tomato
products, though the bulk
goes to paste production,
and the country is famed
for its quantity and quality.
BY KATH MILLERhaste

Tomato
Paste

Approximately 60-65% of Greece’s processing tomatoes
go towards the aseptic bulk production of paste, dices and
concentrate products; the remainder is packed into cans.
“

”

Part of the Rasmelo Hellas Trading factory in Greece
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either March or April depending on their
contract with processors”. It was reported at
that time that farmers were being offered
US$35/tonne for raw material. 

Also in March, spot prices for remaining
supplies of 28-30 brix from the 2005 crop
were put at US$450-490/tonne fob Tinnjin
and for 36-38 brix, and at US$500-550/tonne
by major sources in China. 

However, according to one major EU
buyer, supplies from the major processors
were basically sold out.

It appears from one major Chinese con-
tact, reporting earlier this year, that China’s
paste sales to Italy will not continue to
achieve their former massive volume
(FOODNEWS 13 January). “We believe that
few Italian packers will source from China’s
2006 crop,” he said. “Our largest target mar-
ket will consist of the former CIS countries,
and destinations in Europe and Africa.”

“The forecast downturn in sales to Italy
seems correct,” one key EU importer con-
firmed. “Basically, China is sending tomato
paste re-packed from drums into smaller
cans directly to Africa rather than in drums
to Italy for re-packing to Africa.” (China now
has a re-packing factory in Xinjiang Port.)

He summed up his expectations for the
Chinese processed tomato trade in 2006 as
follows: “It could be a tough year. At the
moment, the Chinese industry produces only
one thing – paste – and there is not much
room for expansion. The country is very
competitive on triple paste but not on double
paste. I think China’s industry will stabilise.”

“Although I have heard nothing solid
about the raw tomato situation for the 2006
crop, one thing is certain: the coming season
will be very tough for all packers, large and
small in China,” one leading Chinese source
commented early this year.

As ever, the worldwide industry knows
that China will be the country anxious com-
petitors always have to look watch out for.

continued from page 16
foodservice business in Britain, but hopeful-
ly we will also be able to include the retail
business in the future.” 

His importers in the UK are the
Hertfordshire-based Martin Mathew and
Company.

Regarding the reputation Greece has
acquired for high quality paste, he remarked: 

“Greece has been in the tomato paste
business for many years and acquired a great
deal of know-how. The varieties of tomatoes
used in Greece give very good results – we
select and produce these in line with cus-
tomer needs. Our raw tomato material is
transported from field to factory in a very
short time.

“The EU’s Support Frameworks for
Agriculture Restructured Plans have con-
tributed to the modernisation of the process-
ing plants, preserving efficient and effective
production standards.”

Around 60% of Greek tomato paste con-
sists of 28-30 brix, and the remainder largely
of triple paste.

Spot prices for 28-30 brix from the 2005
crop in Greece were quoted in April at an
average €450/tonne ex-factory, and for 36-38
brix at €580-600/tonne. 

However, by spring, supplies of 36-38

were almost sold out, and although some
quantities of 28-30 remained these were set
to be used up before the beginning of the new
season. Dices were quoted at €270-300/
tonne ex-factory. 

With little new crop business underway
by April, it was still too soon for firm quotes
for paste from the 2006 crop. Greek factories
expected that due to lack of carry-over, and
the average 2006 forecast, prices would rise.
Prices paid to farmers for raw material were
given at €42-48/tonne.

The final outcome of the EU ‘de-cou-
pling’ or ‘single payment’ system – which
means that the vast majority of subsidies will
eventually be paid independently of the vol-
ume of production (FOODNEWS passim) –
is of great importance to all EU growers
including Greece, said Kanakaris. Serious
concerns remained as to how it would be
implemented in the tomato industry.

Greece exports much of its tomato pro-
duce in bulk, but there is great pressure of
competition for such markets. Therefore,
Kanakaris stressed the country should:
“Diversify its production and sales strategy.
Retail or custom-made products offer such
opportunities, where competition is not so
severe – we must take the best advantage of
our wide expertise and experience.”

Tomato
products

continued from page 13
At present the outlook for the new crop is

good as far as colour and quality are con-
cerned, although there will be delays
throughout the season, with a late start
which will not be corrected during the crop.

Turkey has been supplying AJC and sour
cherry concentrate to the European markets
for blending (AJC) or European consump-
tion (RSCC) and these markets are as much
dependent upon the fluctuations in world-

wide and local supply and demand as costs;
a good crop in Turkey and a requirement in
Europe will still allow business to be done.

Other canned products where Turkey has
made a name for itself include grapefruit and
here the problems are the same as the other
sectors.

In conclusion, if we look at the medium-
term we will find that when the Turkish lira
re-adjusts, as it will do at some stage, then
the industry will be much more competitive

due to the restructuring that it is going
through today. 

By restructuring, we refer to internal
restructuring, including further improve-
ments in yields and efficiencies both at the
farmer and also the processor level.   There
will be less reliance on labour and more
investment in machinery to do the same job,
although it will still be some years before
machine harvesting of tomatoes replaces
manual harvesting.

The company’s factory in Greece, seen from the air




